
BlackTrax is a multi-award-winning tracking solution that has revolutionized the production and lighting industry by empowering 
productions with unprecedented creativity and cutting-edge technology. BlackTrax transmits precise 3D and 6D positional data 
to automation controllers - Lighting, Media, 3D Audio and Robotic Cameras - in a genuine real-time tracking environment. 
BlackTrax is about combining creativity + artistry + technology to overcome limitations, solve problems, and most important, 
deliver an intimate, totally immersive experience for each person in the audience. Here are some of BlackTrax’s features:

This feature mode aims to emulate a human follow spot operator. Autospot encompasses three differ-
ent parameters; Local Damping, Z-Damping, and Zones.  

Local Damping: The BlackTrax system is so incredibly accurate it can pick up and then learn subtle 
movements so the system can ignore them. This feature will help eliminate any fixture shakes while 
maintaining a steady and professional level of light tracking. Z-Damping: This feature allows BlackTrax 
to focus on the Z coordinate (height) and take in information about a subjects stride so if there are fluc-
tuations in height the light tracking can remain as steady as possible and eliminate bounce.  

If the fixture that is being used for tracking has zoom and/or an iris, then BlackTrax can automati-
cally maintain a consistent beam diameter. BlackTrax will even tell you the range the fixture sup-
ports based on its calibrated location and the zoom/iris functions of the light.

Using wysiwyg software with BlackTrax allows the user to draw an object (rectangle ,cylinder, or sphere) 
of any size within 3D representation of the real space to block a specific area. The spatial coordinates of 
this object, is then sent to BlackTrax where you can specify the AutoSpot behavior of the tracking lights 
in case the tracked person or object enters the blocked area. Tracking lights can be auto programmed 
to turnoff, dim down, fade out, etc. With this feature, BlackTrax will never point the light against a pro-
jection screen!
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You can offset where BlackTrax aims lighting fixtures in X, Y, Z space. For example, you have 
tracking beacons on an actor’s feet but you want to track their body - you simply offset the 
tracked position up by 1.5m so the center of the beam hits their chest.

 

BlackTrax solution comes with its own version of wysiwyg. You can use this as a visualiser during the 
show and see the trackables moving around in the virtual space just as they do in the real world. In fact, 
each BlackTrax Project begins with a wysiwyg file, which tells the system everything it needs to know.  

The controls of BlackTrax Chapters (light tracking cues) can be triggered using any modern lighting 
console able to output either Art-Net or sACN protocols, allowing chapters to be triggered at the exact 
time the corresponding lighting cue is triggered by the console operator. By syncing the LX console to 
timecode, you are also syncing BlackTrax to timecode as well.

Old and big fixtures might move much slower than expected, but BlackTrax takes care of this 
problem by offering several prediction options to improve those fixture’s tracking speed. Black-
Trax’s prediction algorithms can make a Clay Paky Alpha Spot 1500 track motorbikes zipping 
around the stage. You also have an option to set how far in the future BlackTrax will predict, or 
how fast/smooth the lights should move. 
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With BlackTrax’s Quick Calibration feature, select as many automated lights as you want to cal-
ibrate, move the beacon around clicking and collecting position points, and let BlackTrax do the 
rest of the work for you. BlackTrax has built upon CAST’s WYSIWYG library - the largest and most 
accurate collection of automated lighting fixtures in the world - to build a finely tuned calibration 
process that makes it straightforward and easy.

FIXTURE CALIBRATION

BlackTrax’s real-time tracking mitigates endless hours of pre-cuing and and rehearsing, replacing repeatability 
with spontaneity. Unleashe creativity for artists and designers!
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